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Abstract. This work improves the concept of conventional NMR theory, in which the positions of
the nuclei are limited to fixed points, to the case in which the nuclei can be continuously distributed
in space. Experimental NMR data contain highly detailed information about molecular structures
which can be reconstructed only relatively roughly with today’s NMR theories. This is because the
effective spin model idealizes nuclei as fixed point particles, while bond rotations, vibrations and
proton exchange cause delocalization of nuclei. In current NMR theory, the omnipresent delocal-
ization of nuclei is either described phenomenologically in the form of rate constants or neglected
completely. This prevents an investigation and reconstruction of the more realistic, continuous
probability density for the spatial distribution of the nuclei. Hence, a lot information on spatial
distributions of nuclei remain hidden in experimental NMR data.
In this document it is shown how the continuous probability density for the spatial distribution of
the nuclei can be investigated and reconstructed from NMR data. To this end, it is shown how NMR
spectra can be calculated directly from molecular Quantum Electrodynamics at finite temperatures.
The fundamental problem of performing numerical calculations with the infinite-dimensional radi-
ation field is solved by using the algebraic reformulation of Quantum Field Theory. Furthermore,
it is shown that the presented method corrects wrong predictions of the effective spin model. It
is outlined that the presented method can be applied to any molecular system whose electronic
ground state can be calculated using a common quantum chemical method. Therefore, the pre-
sented method may be used to obtain a more detailed molecular structure from NMR data and
hence replace the effective spin model which forms the basis for NMR theory since about seven
decades.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Advances in chemistry, pharmacy, structure-based drug design and nanoscience often depend on the detailed knowl-
edge of a molecular structure, which is determined by the spatial distribution of the nuclei [1]. In particular, the
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2pharmacological properties of drugs depend heavily on small details of the charge distribution in the molecular struc-
ture [2]. In 1946, the experimental technique of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy was developed,
which is nowadays one of the most used and most advanced methods for molecular structure determination [3], [4].
NMR data contain highly detailed information on the spatial distribution of the nuclei including binding lengths,
binding angles, bond rotations, molecular vibrations, proton exchange and the electronic influence of neighboring
molecules [5]. From 1950 to 1953 Norman Ramsey calculated the chemical shift observed in NMR from the energy
of the ground state, eq. (2), and thus laid a foundation for today’s NMR theory for structural analysis [6], [7], [8],
[9]. However, even 74 years after the invention of NMR, much information about molecular structures cannot be
decoded and remains hidden in experimental NMR data. This concerns especially molecular structures where the
positions of the nuclei cannot adequately be described as fixed points in space. Due to the finite temperature the
nuclei of a molecule are generally distributed in space to all positions which are accessible through thermal energy.
Important examples for such situations are bond rotations and vibrations which can lead to interconversions and
superpositions of different conformations of a molecule. If Classical Physics is used to describe bond rotations, the
nuclei rotate with a certain frequency and hence have time-dependent positions. In conventional NMR theory, this
concept is phenomenologically described in the form of rate constants describing the rotation frequency. However, in
the more realistic theory of Quantum Statistical Mechanics bond rotations are included in wave functions Ψβ whose
amplitude square | Ψβ(X) |2 provides the continuous probability distribution to find the nuclei with conformation X.
Thus, the temperature has an important impact on the molecular structure and causes a delocalization of certain
nuclei. Such effects can often be observed in NMR spectra [10]. The description of such delocalized nuclei using a
spatial probability distribution | Ψβ(X) |2 is obviously more realistic and more detailed compared to an idealization
as fixed point particles in combination with phenomenological rate constants.
However, since about seven decades NMR theory is based on the effective spin model, eq. (1), which idealizes
nuclei as point particles at fixed positions xi and whose thermal states are almost independent from the temperature
[6], [7], [8], [9]. The effective spin model had certainly great success over the last decades, but it also suffers from
the fact that delocalization of nuclei due to bond rotations, vibrations and proton exchange can only be included
phenomenologically [11], [12]. The phenomenological description in the form of rate constants gives a rough insight
into these effects [13], but it also prevents a desirable analysis of the more realistic, continuous probability density
| Ψβ(X) |2 for the spatial distribution of the nuclei. The effective model [14], [15]
Heff = −
∑
i
γi~Ii(1ˆ− σi) ~Bext + 2pi
∑
i<j
Jij~Ii · ~Ij +
∑
i<j
~IiDij~Ij , (1)
contains the magnetic shielding tensor σi, spin-spin coupling constants Jij , a tensor Dij describing the magnetic dipole-
dipole interactions between the nuclear spins ~Ii and ~Ij , a classical, external magnetic field ~Bext and the gyromagnetic
ratio γ [6], [16]. In the most widely used approach the effective parameters are calculated according to second order
derivatives of the ground state energy (Taylor-expansion) [6], [7], [8], [9], [17]:
(σi)αβ =
∂2E0
∂µαi ∂B
β
and (J ij)αβ = hγiγj
d2E0
dµαi dµ
β
j
. (2)
During the last decades there were done many works on the optimization of eq. (2) by including relativistic [18], [19],
[20] and QED effects [21], [22], [23], [24] to the effective NMR parameters. Also numerically more efficient alternatives
were introduced [25], [26]. However, all these methods provide parameters for the effective model which restricts the
positions of the nuclei to fixed points in a lattice L and which possesses a discrete spectrum. In contrast, signals
in NMR spectra are continuous and have an important width and shape, which is due to the process of return to
equilibrium (relaxation or thermalization) and also due to delocalization of nuclei. Thus, a continuous spectrum is
observed in NMR and a discrete spectrum can only be an approximation for very narrow shaped signals. Furthermore,
the unitary dynamics generated by (1) has bad thermalization properties. Small systems consisting of a few spins
does not thermalize at all and larger systems thermalize only approximately in very specific cases [27]. In order to
include return to equilibrium anyway [28] the von Neumann equation was modified phenomenologically by introducing
relaxation superoperators Γ [29], [30], [31]:
dρ(t)
dt
= − i
~
[Heff , ρ(t)]− Γ(ρ(t)− ρ0). (3)
The final state ρ0 to which the system shall evolve must be chosen ”by hand”. Certainly, it is preferable when the
correct final state is an outcome and not an input of a theory. Conventional NMR methods to study certain line shapes
caused by effects such as molecular rotations or proton exchange uses even more phenomenology. These methods are
3frequently used in dynamic NMR and the line shape analysis is often based on the Bloch-McConnell equations or
related methods [32], [33], [34], [35]. In all these methods, the microscopic origin of NMR line shapes is completely
neglected and replaced by phenomenological parameters like rate constants k or relaxation parameters. This is due to
the inability of the effective model to use a continuous, spatial distribution to describe delocalized nuclei and because
of the discrete energy spectrum of eq. eq:Eff. An illustrative example where conventional NMR methods fail is the
investigation of the probability distribution for the occupation of certain binding angles (fig. 1). In the real molecule
(which is furfural in this example) all bond angles can be occupied via bond rotations. We know from quantum
mechanics that every bond angle has a specific energy. The laws of thermodynamics provide information about which
of these bond angles are preferably occupied. Conventional NMR theory like the Bloch-McConnell equations, however,
simplifies the molecule usually by using two different structures with fixed point positions for the nuclei and a rate
constant k (right side in fig. 1). This rate constant describes the time required for the mutual conversion of these
structures. Hence, the important information which binding angles are more and which are less preferred at a given
temperature cannot be decoded from experimental NMR data by using conventional NMR theory.
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Figure 1: Conventional NMR theory makes too much simplifications such that occupation probabilities for bond angles remain
hidden in experimental NMR data. Instead, the molecule is simplified with two different structures with fixed points for the
positions of the nuclei and a rate constant k describing the time required for interconversion of these two structures. The idea,
that the bond (marked by the curved red arrow) is rotating with a certain frequency, is based on Classical Physics.
In this document it is shown how the probability distribution | Ψβ(X) |2 for the positions X of the nuclei can
be analyzed and reconstructed from NMR spectra. To this end, it is shown how the NMR signal can be calculated
directly from molecular Quantum Electrodynamics (mQED) at finite temperatures without using the effective spin
model or effective NMR parameters. Hence, the presented method can be used to obtain a more detailed molecular
structure from NMR data than currently possible with conventional NMR theory. Mathematically this means that
the lattice L, which serves for the restricted positions of the nuclei in the effective description, is replaced by the
continuous space R3 in which the nuclei can be distributed continuously. In most cases it is not possible to solve the
nuclear Schro¨dinger equation to obtain the nuclear wave function Ψβ at inverse temperature β. This is, however, no
problem for the presented method because in a first step it is sufficient to approximate | Ψβ(X) |2 by using well-known
methods. For example, the famous potential energy surface (PES), EPES(X), or rotational energies, Erot(θ), from
Quantum Chemistry may be inserted in to the classical Gibbs state ρβ at inverse temperature β (fig. 2).
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Figure 2: In mQED all bond angles of a molecule (a) are considered with a continuous probability distribution | Ψβ(X) |2,
which depends on the temperature ((b) and (c)). For each bond angle θ there is an energy Erot(θ) which often has a similar
form like the blue line in (b) and (c). The approximation ρβ(Erot(θ)) =| Ψβ(θ) |2 provides the following: For relatively low
temperatures T1 compared with Erot, the probabilities are such that mainly bond angles with lower energy are populated (black
line Ψβ11 or dashed black line Ψ
β1
2 in (b)). If the temperature increases (T2), then neighboring bond angles become more and
more occupied (red line Ψβ21 or dashed red line Ψ
β2
2 in (b)). If the temperature increases increases even more (Tc), also bond
angles with highest energy become significantly occupied (black line Ψβc in (c)). Finally, if the temperature T3 is high, then
all bond angles become nearly equally populated (red line Ψβ3 in (c)). This is due to the maximization of the entropy.
4From Quantum Statistical Mechanics we know that for different temperatures T1 < T2 < Tc < T3 there are different
probabilities | Ψβ(θ) |2 for the molecule to have a certain bond angle θ (fig. 2). Such effects can be observed in NMR,
because the green and the red methyl groups (a) can have different electronic environments which depends on the
temperature. The probability | Ψβ(θ) |2 is time-independent in chemical and thermodynamic equilibrium such that
the molecule is in a superposition of several bond angels. This is in contrast to conventional NMR theory, where the
N-Ph bond rotates with a certain frequency. The probability distribution ρβ(Erot(θ)) from fig. (2) is only a rough
approximation for the more realistic, quantum mechanical probability distribution | Ψβ(θ) |2. Hence, in a second
second step, the distribution ρβ can be slightly changed until the calculated NMR spectra agree with experimental
NMR data. Hence, the probability distribution | Ψβ(X) |2 can be reconstructed from NMR data by using mQED
at finite temperatures. A significant advantage of mQED is that the impact of the temperature on the molecular
structure is taken into account much more realistically compared to conventional NMR theory. The result is that
more realistic and more detailed molecular structures may be decoded from experimental NMR data. As a motivation
for the presented method a heuristic illustration for a more detailed structure determination is outlined in fig. 3.
NMR spectra of such a molecule are not calculated in this document, but structural validity is shown.
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Molecular QED contains important details of molecular structures, which are not contained in 
common NMR theory. These details may be used for more accurate structure determinations.
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Figure 3: The influence of the temperature on a molecular structure can often be observed in experimental NMR data (middle
column). In conventional NMR theory, the positions of the nuclei are restricted to fixed points while the influence of the
temperature on the molecular structure is phenomenologically simplified and included in a rate constant k (left column). Hence,
the molecular structure is only roughly approximated in conventional NMR theory. In contrast, mQED allows an inclusion of
the more detailed probability density | Ψβ(θ) |2 for the spatial distribution of the nuclei (right column). This illustration serves
as motivation for the presented method. NMR spectra of such a molecule are not calculated in this document. However, the
structural validity of this initially heuristic explanation is shown in section VI and VII.
5In the zero temperature limit only the bond angle with the lowest energy is occupied (lowest row, (a) in fig. 3). Such
ground state structures are obtained from common quantum chemical calculations (like DFT). At low temperatures
(second row from below, (b) in fig. 3), where mainly low energetic bond angles are occupied (fig. 2), the magnetic field
generated by the ring is different for the green and the red marked methyl group. Hence, both methyl groups have
clearly distinct NMR signals. In contrast, conventional NMR theory assumes that the ring is slowly rotating with a
fixed frequency. Hence, mQED and common NMR theory provide two different structures for the same situation. In
mQED, bond angles with higher energies become more and more occupied with increasing temperature (third row
from below, (c) in fig. 3). Hence, each of the methyl groups comes closer to the opposite side of the ring. As a
result both peaks on the spectrum come closer to each other. In conventional NMR theory, the rotation frequency
is just slightly enhanced. However, in mQED there are still some bond angles which are nearly unoccupied ((b)
in fig. 2 and third row from below, (c) in fig. 3). In NMR there is a specific temperature called ”coalescence
temperature” Tc, where the two peaks start to merge. At this temperature, also bond angles with higher energy
are occupied but lower energetic bond angles are still preferred in mQED (black line in (c) of fig. 2 and (d) in fig.
3). This is not contained in conventional NMR theory, where the rotation frequency k is simply increased. At high
temperature the two peaks merge completely and provide one sharp peak in the experimental NMR spectrum. In
the interpretation of conventional NMR theory, the rotation frequency is much higher than the temporal resolution
of the NMR spectrometer such that only one averaged signal is observed. The interpretation in mQED is that nearly
all bonding angles are equally occupied in order to maximize the entropy. In this case, the resulting magnetic field is
for both methyl groups the same, because it is spatially averaged. Hence, both methyl groups have the same chemical
shift. The structural validity of this initially heuristic explanation will first be underpinned by an illustration (fig. 4)
which is mathematically verified in section VI and VII.
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Figure 4: Two different spatial probability distributions | Ψβ1 (X) |2 and | Ψβ2 (X) |2 are placed in a homogenous magnetic
field (a) and in an inhomogeneous magnetic field (b). In mQED, the NMR spectrum S(ν) is independent from the spatial
distribution of the nuclei if the magnetic field is homogenous (c). If the magnetic field depends on position in space (because of
the distribution of electrons), then different spatial distributions of the nuclei generate (in general) different NMR peaks (d).
This schematic (and not precise) illustration will be mathematically verified in section VI and VII.
6In a region where the magnetic field is homogeneous the NMR peaks are independent from the spatial distribution
of the nuclei ((a) and (c) in fig. 4). Note that for high temperatures the distribution associated with T3 in fig. 2
generates a homogenous magnetic field in the region of both methyl groups ((e) in fig. 3). Hence, both peaks are equal.
However, if the magnetic field is inhomogeneous in the region of the methyl groups, because the spatial probability
distribution depends on the bond angle (fig. 2, 3 and 4), the methyl groups do not generate the same peak in the
NMR spectrum S(ν). For relatively low temperatures the methyl groups are strongly localized in an inhomogeneous
field. The NMR peaks will broaden with increasing delocalization of the methyl groups in an inhomogeneous magnetic
field (fig. 4) and hence have clearly distinct peaks. At the coalescence temperature Tc there are delocalized methyl
groups in an inhomogeneous magnetic field. With increasing temperature the magnetic field generated from the ring
becomes more and more homogenous until both peaks merge to a single sharp peak at T4.
However, up to now it was not known how the spin dynamics can be calculated numerically when the spins
interact with the infinitely dimensional, quantized electromagnetic field (EMF) with a continuous spectrum at finite
temperatures. Two basic reasons for that are the occurrence of divergences in perturbation series and the infinite
number of field quanta involved in finite temperature QED processes. In certain cases one may avoid the numerical and
mathematical problems related to quantized fields at finite temperatures by using the ground state instead [36], [37].
However, in NMR at room temperature the nuclear spins are far away from their ground state and the temperature of
the quantized electromagnetic field determines the temperature of the final state of the nuclear spins after equilibration
[38]. Hence, the approach of using a ground state for the quantized electromagnetic field is obviously unsuitable for
NMR at room temperature. There are several works on a method called Thermo Field Dynamics (TFD) [39], [40],
[41] which is about quantized fields at finite temperatures. While this approach is widely used it also involves a large
number of field quanta in the construction of the thermal state | O(β)〉:
| O(β)〉 = Z(β)−1/2
∑
n
e−βEn/2 | n, n˜〉 or | O(β)〉 = Z(β)−1/2
∑
n
e−βEn/2
n!
(a†)n(a˜†)n | 0, 0˜〉. (4)
| n, n˜〉 is an Eigenstate of the Hamiltonian, a† and a˜† are creation operators and | 0, 0˜〉 is a thermal vacuum state.
Hence, the calculation of an expectation value in this state involves a relatively large number of photons in the
numerical calculations. Furthermore, the state | O(β)〉 in eq. (4) is constructed using a discrete set of energy values
En. An extension of eq. (4) to the continuous case is not possible. The use of a discrete energy spectrum for the
quantized EMF and the limitation to a few (usually 1 - 100) frequencies is the common approximation made in
current numerical methods. The discrete spectrum drastically simplifies the mathematical structure. No numerical
method was found in the literature that uses a continuous energy spectrum for the quantized EMF to calculate the
spin dynamics. However, as it turns out later in this document a discrete spectrum does not lead to satisfying results
in the calculation of NMR spectra. Indeed, the incorporation of a continuous spectrum for the quantized EMF is of
paramount importance for the NMR line width which is directly related with return to equilibrium properties and
determines the life time of excited spins. Hence, TFD is unsuitable for the calculation of NMR spectra.
In the present document the following fundamental problems for numerical methods are overcome by using the
mathematical structure from algebraic Quantum Field Theory [42], [43], [44], [38], [45], [46], [47]:
(I) Numerical calculations with the infinite-dimensional, quantized EMF at finite temperatures.
(II) Numerical calculations with a continuous energy spectrum for the quantized EMF.
(III) Convergence of the QED perturbation series.
Recent works investigated and avoided the occurrence of divergences by using appropriate smearing functions [48],
[49], [38]. It remained to show which effect these restrictions have on expectation values, which will be done in this
work. Recently, a perturbation series for interacting, massive quantum fields was constructed by Fredenhagen and
Lindner [45]. This approach solved a long-standing problem and its extension to the Dirac field is of interest for
relativistic effects from heavy nuclei in NMR. Further important structural developments were achieved in [50]. In
this document it is shown that a purified form of the Araki-Woods representation [51], denoted by (HAW, pi
β
AW), enables
the numerical calculations involving bosonic fields at finite temperatures with striking advantages: In each order of
the perturbation series at most one ”Araki-Woods boson” is produced while small coupling constants, connecting
spins and the quantized electromagnetic field, reduce higher order contributions. The representation (HAW, pi
β
AW)
rigorously respects the continuous energy spectrum of the quantized electromagnetic field at finite temperatures and
reduces the required computational resources for numerical calculations strongly. Furthermore, this document shows
that the application of mQED to NMR in the algebraic reformulation of Quantum Field Theory offers the following
advantages over conventional NMR theory:
7(I) The drawback of a nearly temperature-independent initial state from which conventional NMR theory suffers
(effective spin model) can be repealed. Instead, a suitable, temperature-dependent probability density for the
spatial distribution of the nuclei can be used. This basically enables a much more detailed analysis of the
molecular structures contained in NMR data.
(II) There is a direct and causal connection between NMR line shapes and molecular structures. Hence, no phe-
nomenological parameters prevent the reconstruction of the spatial distribution of delocalized nuclei.
(III) Molecular rotations, vibrations and proton exchange can be included in the probability density for the spatial
distribution of the nuclei. Hence, the simplification that the positions of nuclei are restricted to fixed points
can be repealed.
(IV) Thermal equilibration is naturally contained in the unitary QED spin-dynamics [52], [38].
II. MOLECULAR QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS
In order to use the perturbation theory developed by Araki, Bratelli, Robinson and Kishimoto the Hamiltonian
will be separated into H = H0 +HInt. The physical system will be described by a combination of a Pauli-Fierz and
a generalized Spin-Bose model in Coulomb gauge [52], [48]. The resulting molecular QED Hamiltonian is given by
H0 = −
( K∑
j=1
γj~Ij +
E∑
i=1
~µiJ
) · ~Bext + ~ ∑
λ=1,2
∫
R3
d3kω(~k)a∗(~k, λ)a(~k, λ) +
E∑
i=1
~pi
2
2me
+
K∑
j=1
~Pj
2
2Mj
+ V (Xe, X) (5)
and
HInt = −
K∑
j=1
γj~Ij · ~Bϕ( ~xj) +
E∑
i=1
(
i
e~
me
~Aϕ( ~xei ) · ~∇ei +
e2
2me
(
~Aϕ( ~xei )
)2 − ~µiJ · ~Bϕ( ~xei )). (6)
The first term in H0 couples the K nuclear spins ~Ij and the E total magnetic moments ~µiJ = −µB/~(ge~si + ~li) of
the electrons to the classical, external magnetic field ~Bext. For high field strengths of the external magnetic field,
i.e., Bzext > 3T, spin-orbit couplings can be neglected due to the Paschen-Back effect. The second term describes
the energy of the quantized, electromagnetic field. a∗(~k, λ) and a(~k, λ) are the common creation and annihilation
operators with commutation relations
[a(~k, λ), a∗(~k′, λ′)] = δ(~k − ~k′)δλ,λ′ , [a(~k, λ), a(~k′, λ′)] = 0, and [a∗(~k, λ), a∗(~k′, λ′)] = 0 (7)
and with momentum ~k ∈ R3 and polarization λ = 1, 2. The last three terms provide the non-relativistic Schro¨dinger-
Operator. Thus, ~pi is the momentum operator of electron i, ~Pj is the momentum operator of nucleus j and the
potential V (Xe, X) depending on coordinates Xe of E electrons and X of K nuclei is given by
V (Xe, X) =
E∑
i<j
e2
4pi0xeij
−
E∑
i=1
K∑
j=1
Zje
2
4pi0 ‖ ~xei − ~xj ‖
+
K∑
i<j
ZiZje
2
4pi0xij
. (8)
Zj is the number of protons in nucleus j, ~xei is the coordinate of electron i and ~xj of nucleus j. x
e
ij and xij are the
distances between electrons or nuclei and the other constants can be found in the literature [53]. HInt couples the
independent terms and enables energy exchange between the nuclear spins and the rest of the system. We use the
definition ~Aϕ( ~xj)=˙ ~A0ϕ( ~xj , 0) and for the quantized vector potential the free time evolution provides
~A0ϕ(~x, t) =
√
~
2ε0(2pi)3
∑
λ=1,2
∫
R3
d3k~λ(~k)
ϕ(~k)√
ω(~k)
(
e−i(~k~x−ω(~k)t))a∗λ(~k) + e
i(~k~x−ω(~k)t)aλ(~k)
)
. (9)
The quantized magnetic field is given by ~Bϕ = ~∇× ~Aϕ and we have
~B0ϕ(~x, t) = i
√
~
20(2pi)3
∑
λ=1,2
∫
R3
d3k
(
~k × ~λ(~k)
) ϕ(~k)√
ω(~k)
(
e−i(~k~x−ω(~k)t)a∗λ(~k)− ei(~k~x−ω(~k)t)aλ(~k)
)
, (10)
8where ϕ ∈ L2(R3) is the coupling function with suitable IR and UV behavior [52], [53], [54] to prevent divergences
in the individual terms of the perturbation series. The presented model is independent of a specific choice of the
polarization vectors. Using the notation x = (~x, t), k = (~k, ω(~k)) and Einstein’s sum convention kµxµ = ~k · ~x− ω(~k)t
we have
[Bα0ϕ(x), B
γ
0ϕ(y)] = −
∑
λ=1,2
∫
d3kϕαλ(
~k)ϕγλ(
~k) i∆~k(x− y) (11)
with ϕαλ(
~k)=˙(
√
~/0)ϕ(~k)(~k × ~λ(~k))α, α, γ = x, y, z and
i∆~k(x− y) =
e−ik
µ(xµ−yµ) − eikµ(xµ−yµ)
(2pi)3 2ω(~k)
. (12)
Since the commutator function is linked to the Feynman propagator we will have the interpretation for the probability
for the propagation of field quanta between the nuclear spins located at x and y.
III. ALGEBRAIC QUANTUM FIELD THEORY
Operator algebras are central objects in the algebraic reformulation of Quantum Statistical Mechanics and Quantum
Field Theory. Several structural elements of operator algebras are required for the numerical calculations in the
application of mQED at finite temperatures to NMR. Therefore, some mathematical basics of operator algebras are
briefly reviewed from [42] and [43] bevor the Field Theory is described.
Basics of Operator Algebras. The commutant of an algebra A is denoted by A′ and we have (A′)′ = A′′. The set
of bounded operators on a Hilbert space H is denoted by B(H).
Definition 1: A von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H is a ∗-subalgebra M of B(H) such that
M = M′′. (13)
The terminology W ∗-algebra is often used for the abstractly defined algebra and then the name von Neumann algebra
is reserved for the operator algebras. Note that a C∗-algebra is a closed set in the norm topology and a W ∗-algebra
is weakly closed. A bounded observable A is a selfadjoint element of a C∗- or a W ∗-algebra A. A ∗-morphism
pi between two ∗-algebras C and B is defined as a mapping pi : A ∈ C −→ pi(A) ∈ B for all A ∈ C such that
pi(αA+γC) = αpi(A)+γpi(C), pi(AC) = pi(A)pi(C), and pi(A∗) = pi(A)∗ for all A,C ∈ C and α, γ ∈ C. The kernel of a
∗-morphism is given by the set ker(pi) = {A ∈ A;pi(A) = 0}. A state ω is a positive, normalized, and linear functional
on A, i.e., ω ∈ A∗, where A∗ is the dual of A. An expectation value is given by ω(A) = (ψω, piω(A)ψω), where
piω : A→ B(H) and ψω ∈ Hω, where the index ω denotes the association of the representation (Hω, piω) with the state
ω. The space Hω is called the representation space and the operator examples pi(A) are called the representatives of
A. The representation is said to be faithful if, and only if, piω is a
∗-isomorphism between A and pi(A), i.e., if, and
only if, ker(piω) = {0}. A faithful representation satisfies ‖ piω(A) ‖=‖ A ‖, for all A ∈ A. If (H, pi) is a representation
of the C∗-algebra A and if H0 is a subspace of H, then H0 is said to be invariant under pi if pi(A)H0 ⊆ H0 for all A ∈ A.
Hence, if H0 is invariant under pi and H
⊥ is the orthogonal complement of H0, i.e., H⊥=˙{ξ ∈ H; 〈ξ, ψ〉 = 0, ∀ψ ∈ H0},
then we have 〈ξ, pi(A)ψ〉 = 0 for all A ∈ A and all ξ ∈ H⊥, ψ ∈ H0. A ∗-isomorphism of an algebra A into itself is called
a ∗-automorphism τ . The time evolution of a physical system is given by a one-parametric group of ∗-automorphisms
τt, which is generated by a derivation δ. Thus, the derivation δ contains the information of the Hamiltonian H and
one formally has A 7→ τt(A) = e t~ δ(A).
Definition 2: A W ∗-dynamical system is a pair (M, τ), where M is a W ∗-algebra and τ : G→ Aut(M), G 3 g 7→ τg
is a weakly continuous representation of a locally compact group G as *-automorphisms acting on M.
Note that a C∗-dynamical system (A, τ) is defined in a similar fashion. In this case A is a C∗-algebra and τ is a
strongly continuous representation of a locally compact group as *-automorphisms acting on A. In order to proceed
with equilibrium states we define the strip Sβ=˙{z ∈ C | 0 < =(z) < β}.
Definition 3: Let (A, τ) be a C∗- or a W ∗-dynamical system. A state ωβ on A, supposed to be normal in the W ∗-
case, is a (τ, β)-KMS state for some β ∈ R+ if the following holds. For any A,B ∈ A there exist a function Fβ(A,B; z)
9which is analytic on the strip Sβ , continuous on its closure and satisfies the Kubo-Martin-Schwinger condition
Fβ(A,B; t) = ω
β(Aτt(B)) and Fβ(A,B; t+ iβ) = ω
β(τt(B)A) (14)
on the boundary of Sβ .
Description of the field theory. A single boson is described as a square integrable function f ∈ H = L2(R3) in
position or momentum space R3. The Hilbert space H is called the 1-particle Hilbert space. The n-particle Hilbert
space Hn is given by the n-fold tensor product of H with itself, i.e., Hn = H⊗ H · · · ⊗ H. The projection P+Hn = Hn+
[43] onto totally symmetric n-particle wave functions reflects that the particles obey the Bose-Einstein statistics. The
bosonic Fock-space is then defined by
F+(H) =
∞⊕
n=0
Hn+. (15)
We have H0 = C and the vacuum is described by Ω0 = (1, 0, 0, ...) ∈ F+(H). The smeared creation and annihilation
operators are defined by
a∗λ(f) =
∫
d3k f(~k)a∗λ(~k) and aλ(f) =
∫
d3k f(~k)a∗λ(~k) (16)
for f ∈ H. a∗λ(~k) and aλ(~k) satisfy the commutation relations in eq. (7), which translates to
[aλ(f), a
∗
λ′(g)] = δλ,λ′〈f | g〉H and [aλ(f), aλ′(g)] = [a∗λ(f), a∗λ′(g)] = 0 (17)
with scalar product 〈· | ·〉 on H given by
〈f | g〉H =
∫
R3
d3k f¯(k)g(k). (18)
The notation for the quantized magnetic field in section II is recovered by
Bαϕ(x) ≡ Φ(bαϕ(x))=˙
1√
2
∑
λ=1,2
(
a∗λ(b
αx
ϕλ) + aλ(b
αx
ϕλ)
)
. (19)
According to eq. (10) the functions bαxϕλ : R3 → C are given by
bαxϕλ(k) = i
√
~
0(2pi)3
(
~k × ~λ(~k)
)α ϕ(~k)√
ω(~k)
e−ik
µxµ and α = x, y, z. (20)
Since the field operators are unbounded one introduces the bounded Weyl operators
W (f) = exp(iΦ(f)), satisfying W (f)W (g) = e−i=(〈f |g〉H)W (f + g). (21)
In order to rigorously define equilibrium states the one-particle Hilbert space has to be restricted by Hr = {f ∈
H;ω−1/2f ∈ H}, which ensures a suitable infrared behavior. This basically means to ”reduce or neglect” extremely
low energetic photons. However, in this document no infrared divergences were found in the numerical calculations
and the restriction of bαxϕλ to H
r can be chosen such that the influence of the restriction on the expectation value is
arbitrarily small. We define a C∗-algebra AEM for the quantized electromagnetic field by
AEM=˙W(Hr) = span{W (f); f ∈ Hr}‖·‖, (22)
where the closure is taken in the uniform norm ‖ · ‖ for bounded operators on the bosonic Fock space F+(Hr). The
dispersion relation is given by ω(~k) = c | ~k | where c is the speed of light and the free field Hamiltonian is given by
HEM =˙ dΓ(ω) ≡ ~
∫
R3
d3k ω(~k)a∗(~k)a(~k). (23)
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dΓ(ω) provides an infinitesimal generator δEM, formally given by δEM = [HEM, ·], that generates the one-parameter
group {τEMt }t∈R for the quantized electromagnetic field. This group provides the free field dynamics and the action
is given by
W (f) 7→ τEMt (W (f)) = W (eiωtf) which implies Φ(f) 7→ τEMt (Φ(f)) = Φ(eiωtf). (24)
This is also known as Bogoliubov transformation. Note that the group {τEMt | t ∈ R} is not strongly continuous
because ‖W (f)−W (g) ‖= 2 ∀g 6= f and hence (W(Hr), τEM) is not a C∗-dynamical system.
The GNS-representation (HAW, pi
β
AW) which is induced by the (τ
EM, β)-KMS state ωβEM on AEM was found by Araki
and Woods [51] and is therefore referred as Araki-Woods representation. The representation space is given by
HAW = F+(H
r)⊗ F+(Hr)⊗ F+(Hr)⊗ F+(Hr), (25)
and the annihilation operators are given by
piβAW(a1(f)) =
(
a∗
(√
1 + ρβf
)⊗ 1ˆ⊗ 1ˆ⊗ 1ˆ + 1ˆ⊗ a(√ρβ f¯))⊗ 1ˆ⊗ 1ˆ (26)
and
piβAW(a2(f)) = 1ˆ⊗ 1ˆ⊗
(
a∗
(√
1 + ρβf
)⊗ 1ˆ + 1ˆ⊗ 1ˆ⊗ 1ˆ⊗ a(√ρβ f¯)). (27)
The function ρβ is a physical input which ensures that Planck’s law for the thermal radiation density and Bose-Einstein
statistics is satisfied and we have
ρβ =
1
eβω(~k) − 1 . (28)
The vector representative ΩβAW of ω
β
EM is cyclic and separating for the weak closure pi
β
AW
(
AEM
)′′
of AEM and it turns
out that
(
piβAW
(
AEM
)′′
, {piβAW ◦ τEMt }t∈R
)
is a W ∗-dynamical system [38]. Using (HAW, pi
β
AW) it can be derived that
ωβEM(τ
EM
z2
(
Φˆ(bαϕ(~x)))
)
τEMz1
(
Φˆ(bγϕ(~y))
)
=
∑
λ=1,2
∫
R3
d3k
(
b
α(~x,z2)
ϕλ (
~k)b
γ(~y,z1)
ϕλ (
~k)(1 + ρβ) + b
γ(~y,z1)
ϕλ (
~k)b
α(~x,z2)
ϕλ (
~k)ρβ
)
. (29)
For later purpose we define the magnetic quantum exchange mαγϕβ : R3 × Z × R3 × Z × R3 → C with the strip
Z = [0,∞)× [0, iβ) in the complex plane C by
(~x, z2, ~y, z1,~k) 7→ mαγϕβ(~x, z2, ~y, z1,~k)=˙
∑
λ=1,2
(
b
α(~x,z2)
ϕλ (
~k)b
γ(~y,z1)
ϕλ (
~k)(1 + ρβ) + b
γ(~y,z1)
ϕλ (
~k)b
α(~x,z2)
ϕλ (
~k)ρβ (30)
+b
γ(~y,z2)
ϕλ (
~k)b
α(~x,z1)
ϕλ (
~k)(1 + ρβ) + b
α(~x,z1)
ϕλ (
~k)b
γ(~y,z2)
ϕλ (
~k)ρβ
)
.
The following useful symmetry is valid: mαγϕβ(~x, z2, ~y, z1,
~k) = mαγϕβ(~x, z1, ~y, z2,
~k). In applications to NMR it turns out
that the family {mαγϕβ}α,γ=x,y,z takes a central role for the strength and occurrence of the magnetic shielding (chemical
shift) and determines return to equilibrium properties.
IV. QUANTUM SPIN SYSTEMS AND SPIN BOSON SYSTEMS
In the perturbation series used in this document Quantum Spin Systems (QSS) occur as subsystems of Spin Boson
Systems (SBS) while SBS occur as subsystems of the mQED systems.
Quantum Spin Systems. The mathematical framework for QSS is taken from [43], [55]. A quantum spin system
consists of particles on a lattice Zd. We associate with each point x ∈ Zd a Hilbert space Hx of dimension 2s(x) + 1
and with a finite subset λ = {x1, ..., xv} ⊂ Zd we associate the tensor product space HΛ =
⊗
xi∈Λ Hxi . The lattice can
be equibed with a metric d(·, ·). The local physical observables are contained in the algebra of all bounded operators
acting on HΛ, that is the local C
∗-algebra AΛ ∼=
⊗
xi∈ΛM2s(xi)+1 in which Mn denote the algebra of n× n complex
matrices. If Λ1 ∩ Λ2 = ∅, then HΛ1∪Λ2 = HΛ1 ⊗ HΛ2 and AΛ1 is isomorphic to the C∗-subalgebra AΛ1 ⊗ 1ˆΛ2 of
AΛ1∪Λ2 , where 1ˆΛ2 denotes the identity operator on HΛ2 . If Λ1 ⊆ Λ2 then AΛ1 ⊆ AΛ2 and operators with disjoint
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support commute, i.e. [AΛ1 ,AΛ2 ] = 0 whenever Λ1 ∩ Λ2 = ∅. We may define the algebra of ”all local observables” as
Aloc =
⋃
Λ⊂Zd AΛ. The operator norm of an element A ∈ AΛ is given by ‖ A ‖= sup{‖ AΨ ‖; Ψ ∈ HΛ, ‖ Ψ ‖= 1}. An
-neighborhood of an operator A is the set of operators B with ‖ A− B ‖≤  [56]. The local convex topology which
is induced by the operator norm is called the uniform topology and the quantum spin algebra A is then obtained by
taking the closure of the algebra Aloc in this topology, i.e. A = Aloc
‖·‖
. An interaction Φ is defined to be a function
from a finite subset X ⊂ Zd into the hermitian elements of A such that Φ(X) ∈ AX . The Hamiltonian associated
with the region Λ is then given by
HΦ(Λ) =
∑
X⊆Λ
Φ(X). (31)
An interaction of a spin with a classical, external magnetic field [27], [57], [58] is given by
Φ({j}) = γj~Ij · ~Bext for nuclear spins and Φ({i}) = gSµB~
~Si · ~Bext for spins of electrons. (32)
An NMR pulse induces a time-dependent interaction Pt involving spins and oscillating, external magnetic fields [59],
[60]
Pt =˙
K∑
j=1
ΦPt ({j}), where ΦPt ({j}) = γj~Ij · ~Bext(t). (33)
For example, a single pulse in x-direction, which is switched on from time t = 0 to t = t0, is described by a magnetic
field of the form
Byext(t) = BP
∫
dωPf(ωP)θ(t, 0, t0) cos(ωPt+ φ). (34)
θ is the step function, BP provides the amplitude of the pulse (some milli Tesla), φ is the phase of the magnetic field
at t = 0 and f provides the frequency distribution of the pulse. Often, the frequency distribution provided by f is
of rectangular form and of course it has to cover the excitation frequencies of the nuclei which shall be excited. The
dynamical evolution of an observable A ∈ AΛ for a system with time-independent Hamiltonian HΦ(Λ) ∈ AΛ can be
described by the Heisenberg relations
τSΛt : AΛ → AΛ, A 7→ τSΛt (A) = e
itHΦ(Λ)
~ Ae−
itHΦ(Λ)
~ . (35)
Thus the map t ∈ R 7→ τSΛt is a one-parameter group of ∗-automorphisms of the matrix algebra AΛ and S denotes
that this automorphism group acts only on the quantum spin algebra. The corresponding derivation is denoted by δΛ
and (AΛ, τ
SΛ
t ) is a C
∗-dynamical system because τSΛt is strongly continuous for finite external fields. Since effective
spin-spin couplings are absent in the mQED Hamiltonian eq. (5) and (6) a spin system consisting of K nuclei and E
electrons forms a subsystem of (5) whose equilibrium state is given by
ωβS =
K+E⊗
j=1
ωβSj . (36)
ωβSj is the (τ
Sj , β)-KMS state of the single nucleus or electron enumerated by j. The representation which is induced
by ωβS is denoted by (HS, piS).
Perturbative description of Spin Boson Systems. A C∗-algebra ASB for spins located in Λ interacting with
bosons from the quantized electromagnetic field is given by
ASB=˙span{A⊗W (f) | A ∈ AΛ, f ∈ Hr}‖·‖B(HSB) = AΛ ⊗ AEM, (37)
where HSB = HΛ ⊗ HrAW is a representation space. The index Λ is neglected for simplicity. The free time evolution
τSBt = τ
SΛ
t ⊗ τEMt , with derivation δSB = δΛ + δEM, acts on ASB and we have τSBt (A⊗W (f)) ∈ ASB [38]. Interactions
of the form
HSBInt =
∑
α=x,y,z
( K∑
j=1
γjI
α
j ⊗ Φ(bαϕ(~xj)) +
E∑
i=1
gS
µB
~
Sαi ⊗ Φ(bαϕ( ~xei ))
)
(38)
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enable energy exchange between spins and bosons. Interactions given by (38) are unbounded and if the derivation
induced by HSBInt is denoted by δ
Int
SB then the evolution group {τ ISBt }t∈R generated by δISB = δfSB + δIntSB does not
necessarily leaves ASB invariant. However, if some general conditions are satisfied [38] τ
ISB
t (A) lies in the weak
closure A′′SB, i.e. τ
ISB
t (ASB) ⊆ A′′SB. Furthermore, if the conditions from [38] are satisfied the convergence of the right
hand side of
τ ISBt (A) = τ
SB
t (A) +
∑
n≥1
in
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 · · ·
∫ tn−1
0
dtn[τ
SB
tn (H
SB
Int), [· · · [τSBt1 (HSBInt), τSBt (A)]]] (39)
towards τ ISBt (A) holds strongly on vectors of the form | Ω〉 =| ΩΛ〉⊗ | Ω0〉 and observables of the form A = I ⊗W (f),
where I ∈ AΛ and | ΩΛ〉 ∈ HΛ. For a large class of coupling functions ϕ [38] the pair(
piβSB(ASB)
′′, piβSB ◦ τ ISB
)
(40)
is a W ∗-dynamical system and piβSB = piS ⊗ piβAW. An important state ωˆIβSB on the von Neumann algebra piβSB(ASB)′′ is
given by [43]
ωˆIβSB(A) = ωˆ
β
SB(A) +
∑
n≥1
(−1)n
∫ β
0
ds1
∫ s1
0
ds2 · · ·
∫ sn−1
0
dsn ωˆ
β
T,SB(A, τˆ
βSB
isn
(HSBInt), ..., τˆ
βSB
is1
(HSBInt)), (41)
where ωˆβSB is the extension of ω
β
SB = ω
β
S ⊗ωβEM on ASB to piβSB(ASB)′′, τˆβSB=˙piβSB ◦ τSB, A ∈ piβSB(ASB)′′ and T denotes
that truncated functions are used [43]. If the conditions from [38] are satisfied one finds for a large class of states η
and observables A return to equilibrium for the interacting system, formally given by
lim
t→∞ η ◦ τ
ISB
t (A) = ω
Iβ
SB(A). (42)
In this case ωIβSB is a (τ
ISB, β)-KMS state. For applications to NMR we define the evolution group {τ ISBPt }t∈R which
is generated by δISB + δPt. For A ∈ AΛ we have δPt(A) = i[Pt, A] and t ∈ R 7→ Pt = P ∗t ∈ AΛ is a one-parameter
family of selfadjoint elements which contains the information of the pulse sequence given by eq. (33). From now
on we make the identification M = A′′SB. Although there exist not yet a rigorous proof it seems to be obvious [61]
that if
(
piβSB(ASB)
′′, piβSB ◦ τ ISB
)
is a W ∗-dynamical system then
(
piβSB(M), pi
β
SB ◦ τ ISBP
)
is a W ∗-dynamical system for
a suitable class of pulse sequences P .
V. APPLICATION TO NMR
A typical NMR experiment consists basically of molecules interacting with external magnetic fields. In most
experiments the interacting system is in thermal equilibrium at the beginning of the experiment. The molecular
structures are then investigated by the application of a pulse sequence which consists of oscillating, external magnetic
fields. Pulse sequences provide an out of equilibrium nuclear spin dynamics and they act only for a short time at the
beginning of the experiment. When the pulse sequence is finished the system is again governed by the equilibrium
dynamics which is then responsible for a return to equilibrium. This equilibration process is experimentally detected
in NMR and referred as free induction decay (FID). In most experiments the x- and y-components of the nuclear
spins are recorded, while the z-component is not recorded. The detected FID is called NMR signal, 〈M+〉(t), and
its Fourier transform provides the NMR spectrum S(ν). An NMR spectrometer detects the radiation from the
magnetically excited nuclear spins which is identical to the time evolution of the x- and y-components of the nuclear
spins. Therefore, the NMR spectrometer records the NMR signal 〈M+〉(t) = ∑j〈I+j (t)〉 which consists of expectation
values with observables I+j (t) = I
x
j (t) + iI
y
j (t). The real and imaginary parts of the NMR signal are given by
<(〈M+〉(t)) = ∑j〈Ixj (t)〉 and =(〈M+〉(t)) = ∑j〈Iyj (t)〉 respectively. In certain cases, the NMR spectrum contains
only very sharp peaks of ”Lorentzian shape”. NMR spectra which show any other distribution may be obtained by
(continuous) superpositions of Lorentz functions. It is usually seen that the positions of the peaks are shifted towards
lower frequencies compared to the Lamor frequency v0 = γ | Bzext |. This is called chemical shift and it is a direct
consequence of the magnetic shielding which is caused by the electrons: In the presence of an external magnetic field
the magnetic moments of electrons show into the opposite direction compared to the magnetic moments of the nuclei.
Hence, the external magnetic field at the position of a nucleus is reduced (shielded) by electrons.
Fig. (5) shows exemplary 1H NMR-data of 12µl benzyl azide with impurities in dimethyl sulfoxide-D6. The NMR
signal 〈M+〉(t) is shown in (a) and the spectrum S(ν) in (b). An exponentially fast thermalization for 〈M+〉(t) can
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Figure 5: Example of an experimental 1H NMR signal 〈M+〉(t) (left side) and the corresponding NMR spectrum S(ν) (right
side). There is an exponentially fast return to equilibrium of 〈M+〉(t) (a). The peaks in the spectrum (b) possess different line
widths and originate from protons with different electronic environment. A discrete spectrum is unable to give an accurate
description of the domain around 1 ppm. The presence of several peaks provides oscillations in the NMR-signal decay. A
smooth exponential decay is obtained if only identical protons contribute to the signal, e. g. the protons from water.
be seen on the left image. Note that this is the thermalization for the expectation values of x- and y-components
of nuclear spin operators. The z-component needs an equal or more time for return to equilibrium. The Fourier
transform (right image) provides the frequencies involved in the nuclear spin dynamics during thermalization. It can
be seen that the peaks possess different widths and positions. The domain around 1 and 3 ppm is generated only by
a few protons but the description of this domain by a discrete spectrum is not accurate. Hence, model-calculations
involving a continuous spectrum are desirable for a detailed analysis of this spectrum. The different line widths
contain important information about the distribution of the electrons and nuclei.
According to the description of an experimental NMR setup the mQED system in the algebraic framework is
applied as follows. At times before pulse sequences, t ≤ 0, the description of the molecular system interacting with
the classical and quantized electromagnetic field will be described by the Hamiltonian H = H0 +H
SB
Int from eq. (5) and
(38). HSBInt contains the same interactions as HInt from eq. (6) except the interactions which does not involve spins.
Hence, it may be referred as Spin Boson approximation of mQED. This approximation is based on the assumption
that the energy of a pulse sequence is too low to change the momentum and geometry of the investigated electronic
structure. This approximation is also made by the effective spin model and there seems to be no obvious reason why
this approximation should be unsuitable. For t = 0 the system is in thermal equilibrium and the equilibrium state
| Ωβ〉 is determined by H. Pulse sequences are initiated at t = 0, such that for t > 0 the system is described by
H + Pt. The time-dependent operator Pt from eq. (33) contains the information of the pulse sequence. Hence, the
time-dependence of a nuclear spin operator, e.g., Iz(t) or I+(t), during a pulse sequence is determined by H + Pt.
Let B(HM) denote the set of bounded operators on the Hilbert space HM of the molecular system. The spatial
structure of the molecular system is contained in the state ωβM : B(HM) → C. In the application to NMR the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation will be used and the wave function ψ of the electrons will be approximated by the ground
state. Ideally the KMS state is used for the nuclear wave function Ψβ . However, in most cases it is practically not
possible to estimate this KMS state explicitly. This is because the nuclear Schro¨dinger equation can only be solved
for very simple molecules. Therefore, a suitable procedure may be used which approximates the square | Ψβ(X) |2
of the KMS state. A suitable initial choice may be given by inserting the potential energy surface (PSE) into the
classical Gibbs state at inverse temperature β. If a | Ψβ(X) |2 is found which shows agreement between experimental
and calculated NMR spectra then a suitable approximation for the square of the KMS state for the nuclei is obtained.
This may serve for molecular structure determination. For a function f ∈ B(HM) the expectation value is given by
ωβM(f) =
∫
d3Kx
∫
d3Exe | Ψβ(X) |2| ψ(X,Xe) |2 f(X,Xe). (43)
Remember that the dependence of τ ISBPt and ωˆ
Iβ
SB on the coordinates (X,X
e) was so far neglected in the notation
for simplicity. For the main result this dependence is now written explicitly for clarity. Usually the temperature
dependence is not explicitly indicated for the NMR-signal but we will do this in the following.
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Main Result (NMR-signal from mQED for the reconstruction of | Ψβ(X) |2):
Assume that
(
M, τ ISBP
)
is a W ∗-dynamical system and that ωIβSB is a (τ
ISB, β)-KMS state. Furthermore, let
τ ISBPt : M→M, piβSB : M→ B(HSB) and ωˆIβSB : B(HSB)→ C (44)
be constructed as in section IV. Furthermore, let Lβt : AΛ → B(HM), AΛ 3 A 7→ Lβt (A) ∈ B(HM) be given by
Lβt (A) : R3K × R3E → C with R3K × R3E 3 (X,Xe) 7→ Lβt (A)(X,Xe) ≡ ωˆIβSB(piβSB ◦ τ ISBPt (A))(X,Xe), (45)
where ωˆIβSB is calculated according to eq. (41) and τ
ISB
Pt (A) is calculated according to eq.(39) by using H
SB
Int +Pt instead
of HSBInt . For a molecular system described by ω
β
M according to eq. (43) the NMR signal 〈M+〉β(t) is defined by
〈M+〉β(t) =˙
K∑
j=1
ωβM
(
Lβt (I
+
j )
)
. (46)
A reconstruction of the probability density | Ψβ(X) |2 for the spatial distribution of the nuclei is achieved by identifying
an ωβM which provides a sufficient agreement between the calculated and the experimental NMR spectrum.
The identification of ωβM may be based on an initial guess (e.g. by inserting the PES into the classical Gibbs state)
with subsequent manual adaptions. Note that Lβ0 gives thermal equilibrium at the beginning of the experiment and
Lβt>0 describes the time-evolution during the experiment. The notation L
β
t (A)(X,X
e) is unconventional but easier to
read in later applications. A conventional notation is given by LAβt(X,X
e) ≡ Lβt (A)(X,Xe) but this is more difficult
to read when dealing with ωβM
(
L
I+j
βt
)
. As usual the (1-dimensional) NMR spectrum, Sβ(ν), is calculated as the Fourier
transform
Sβ(ν) =
∫ ∞
0
dt 〈M+〉β(t)e−iνt. (47)
The structural validity of the main result will now be checked in the next two sections.
VI. BREAKUP OF THE EFFECTIVE SPIN MODEL
The breakup of the effective spin model is shown for the time-independent expectation value in thermal equilibrium
as well as for the out of equilibrium spin dynamics. In thermal equilibrium the expectation value of the z-component
of a nuclear spin of a molecule is reduced, if compared to the case where the spin is isolated. This is due to the action
of the external magnetic field on the magnetic moments of the surrounding electrons, which then reduce the external
magnetic field at the positions of the nuclei. For diagonal σj the effective model from eq. (1) provides
〈Izj 〉eff = Tr(ρβeffIzj ) ≈
~2
4
βγjB
z
ext(1− σzzj ) where ρβeff =
exp(−βHeff)
Tr(exp(−βHeff)) . (48)
Higher order terms can be neglected in the high temperature approximation. The effective magnetic shielding (chemi-
cal shift) constant is always small and positive, i. e., 1 σzzj > 0. Hence, the expectation value of an isolated nuclear
spin is reduced in the molecular system by σzzj .
In this document the hydrogen atom is used as basic example for mQED calculations. One finds similar results for
a Helium atom. Remember that Iz denotes the z-component of the spin operator of the proton while Sz denotes the
operator from the electron. While the first order of eq. (41) is zero for A = Iz one derives in the second order that
ωβM
(
Lβ0 (I
z)
)
=ωβS (I
z)− ωβS (Sz) rβϕ + ... (49)
≈~
2
4
βγBzext(1− aβϕ). (50)
The dots (...) denote higher order terms from the perturbation series. rβϕ and a
β
ϕ differ by a constant and the high
temperature approximation is made for ωβS (I
z) and ωβS (S
z). It can be seen that aβϕ, derived non-effectively from
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mQED, replaces the effective parameter σzzj which is commonly derived according to eq. (2). It can be checked that
aβϕ is dimensionless and therefore a
β
ϕ can be given in ”parts per milion” (ppm) in analogy to σ
zz. One finds
aβϕ =
g2sµ
2
B
4
∫ β
0
ds1
∫ s1
0
ds2
∫∫∫
R3
d3x
∫∫∫
R3
d3xe
∫∫∫
R3
d3k | Ψβ(~x) |2| ψ100(~x, ~xe) |2 mzzϕβ(~x, is2, ~xe, is1,~k). (51)
In case of a hydrogen atom aβϕ is indeed independent from a particular choice of the nuclear wave function Ψ
β . This
reflects the fact that the magnetic shielding is independent from the position of the atom in the homogeneous external
field. The distribution of the electron is chosen to be the 1-s orbital of the hydrogen atom, i. e.
ψ100(~x) =
1√
pia3B
exp
(− | ~x− ~xe |
aB
)
, (52)
where aB is the Bohr radius.
Observation 1
A comparison provides a further advantage for the non-effective model. For Bzext →∞ we have σzzBzext →∞. Hence,
the effective model predicts that the magnetic field which originates from the electron and reduces the magnetic
field at the position of the proton tends to infinity. This is certainly wrong because there is a maximum magnetic
field strength which can be produced by the electron and the maximum is achieved when the spin of the electrons is
completely in the | +1/2〉 or | −1/2〉 state. In contrast the mQED model contains this effect and the limit is given by
Tr(ρβ2S
z) ≤ ~/2 in eq. (49). In this case the high temperature approximation made in aβϕ is unsuitable and eq. (49)
provides more accurate predictions than eq. (50). Thus, for low temperatures and high external magnetic fields the
mQED model is much more realistic. The deviation from the non-linear regime for σzzBzext → ∞ may be measured
experimentally and validates the more realistic description of the mQED model. This is of potential relevance for
NMR at low temperatures, e. g. Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP).
Observation 2
We have aβϕ > 0 for all ϕ ∈ L2(R3) which follows from the fact that ϕ enters aβϕ with | ϕ(~k) |2 and
aβϕ =
g2sµ
2
Bµ0
6pi2~c
∫ ∞
0
dk | ϕ(k) |2
(
e−2β~ck
2
− e−β~ck + 0.5
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0∀k∈R+
(
1 + 2ρβ(k)
)
k
(1 + k2a2B/4)
2
. (53)
In eq. (53) spherical coordinates were introduced for ~k and all integrals except the one for k were evaluated. Fur-
thermore, we have assumed that ϕ depends only on | ~k | which is a natural and common choice. This is a nice result,
because the non-effective magnetic shielding aβϕ needs to be positive is any case and ϕ is a free parameter in mQED.
Numerical investigation of aβϕ.
It is important to know that for any given molecular structure the coupling function ϕ from eq. (10) is the only free
parameters and - of course - ϕ is independent of Ψ and ψ. Thus, a particular choice for ϕ which accurately repro-
duces a well-understood experiment can be used to predict or analyze NMR data of proposed or unknown molecular
structures. We have g2sµ
2
Bµ0/6pi
2~c ≈ 7.271326950237399 · 10−8A˚2, where A˚ is the unit A˚ngstro¨m. For the numerical
calculations we choose
ϕ(k) =
{
g for δIR ≤ k ≤ δUV
0 for k < δIR ∨ k > δUV g, δUV ∈ R
+ and δUV > δIR ∈ R+0 . (54)
δIR and δUV are the infrared and ultraviolett cutoff respectively and normalization of ϕ implies g = 1/(δUV − δIR).
For the numerical calculations in this document the infrared cutoff δIR can be chosen arbitrarily small (and also zero)
such that it has a negligible influence on aβϕ.
Figure (6) shows the dependence of aβϕ on δUV for a hydrogen atom. The unit of δUV is millimeter
−1 (1 mm−1 ≈
0.00124 eV). The temperature is chosen to be T=293 K (room temperature) and the infrared cutoff is chosen to be
zero, δIR = 0. There is a linear increase of a
β
ϕ for increasing δUV which is in agreement with the dynamical calculations
shown below. The ppm (parts per million) scale is chosen such that the Lamor frequency v0 is located at zero. Higher
order contributions should increase the magnetic shielding.
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Figure 6: The magnetic shielding aβϕ is shown as a function of δUV. It can be seen that there is a linear dependence which is
in agreement with the dynamical calculations shown below.
The dynamic case
Analytically the breakup of the effective model can, for example, be seen by the occurrence of direct spin-spin
interactions (dipole-dipole interactions) in the second order of eq. (39). One finds,
[τSBt2 (H
SB
Int), [τ
SB
t1 (H
SB
Int), τ
SB
t (I
+)]] =
∑
i<j
Jzzji (t, t1, t2) I
z
j ⊗ Izi + ... (55)
with
Jzzji (t, t1, t2) = −γjγiuj(t)u¯j(t1)
(
[Bz0ϕ(~xi, t2), B
x
0ϕ( ~xj , t1)] + i[B
z
0ϕ(~xi, t2), B
y
0ϕ( ~xj , t1)]
)
. (56)
and similar terms for the x- and y-components. Following the calculations from [62] the direct coupling ~IiDij~Ij
from the effective model eq. (1) is obtained with quantum radiative corrections. Indirect spin-spin couplings occur
in the fourth order of eq. (39) in a similar fashion. For the magnetic shielding in the dynamic case the numerical
investigation of the breakup of the effective spin model is detailed shown in the next section.
VII. NMR SPECTRA FROM MOLECULAR QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS AT FINITE
TEMPERATURES.
The real-time nuclear spin dynamics as well as the spectra according to eq. (47) are calculated in the second order
of eq. (39) and the second order of eq. (41) according to eq. (46) and eq. (47). After long-lasting calculations
NMR-spectra are obtained from terms of the form
Sβ(ν) = ϑ1
∫ ∞
0
dte−iνt
∫ β
0
ds1
∫ s1
0
ds2
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2
∫∫∫
R3
d3x
∫∫∫
R3
d3xe
∫∫∫
R3
d3k
∫∫∫
R3
d3k′× (57)
× | Ψβ(~x) |2| ψ100(~x, ~xe) |2 ×
× (mxzϕβ(~x, is2, ~xe, is1,~k′)ωβS (Iyτis2(Ix)) +myzϕβ(~x, is2, ~xe, is1,~k′)ωβS (Iyτis2(Iy)))×
×
∑
λ=1,2
ϕzλ(
~k)
(
ϕxλ(
~k) + iϕyλ(
~k)
)
i∆~k((
~xe, t2)− (~x, t1))u(t)u¯(t1) + ...
where u(t) = e−itv0 and ϑ1 ∈ C. In case of the hydrogen atom one finds again that Sβ(ν) is independent of Ψβ which
means that the chemical shift does not depend on the position of the hydrogen atom in the homogenous external field.
For molecules with two or more nuclei Sβ(ν) depends on Ψ
β .
Figure 7 shows the NMR spectra Sβ(v) from eq. (46) with eq. (47) for a hydrogen atom. The ppm scale is
chosen such that the Lamor frequency v0 is located at zero ppm. The spectra is calculated for the values δUV =
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 (a) and δUV = 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08, 0.09, 0.01, 0.011 with unit megameter
−1 (Mm−1). The
temperature is chosen to be T = 293 K (room temperature), Bzext = 20 T (Tesla) and the infrared cutoff is chosen to
be zero, δIR = 0. In every case it can be seen that a Lorentz distribution is obtained as observed in NMR experiments.
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Small variations of δIR only had a negligible impact on the magnetic shielding. As in the case for a
β
ϕ the strength
of the magnetic shielding increases linear with δUV. Furthermore, the ”Full Width at Half Maximum” (FWHM) ∆ν
increases linearly with increasing δUV. Remember that ∆ν is directly related with the life-time of an excited nucleus
which will be checked later. Comparing the left figure (a) and the right figure (b) one finds that if δUV is reduced by
a factor of 100 then ∆ν as well as strength of the magnetic shielding (distance of the peak to 0 ppm) is also reduced
by a factor of 100. The maximum value (height) of each peak is nearly the same. This a result of the normalization of
ϕ and it makes sense because these small changes of the magnetic field strength should not have a significant impact
on the amplitude of the NMR signal. This is also in agreement with experimental data.
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Figure 7: NMR-spectra Sβ(v) of a hydrogen atom calculated from eq. (46) with eq. (47) for different values of δUV. All peaks
have a Lorentz shape which is in agreement with experimental data. The chemical shift and ∆ν increase linear with δUV.
Figure 8 (a) shows the long-time dynamics of 〈Ix〉(t) (real part of NMR-signal) for δUV = 0.1 Mm (orange line) and
δUV = 0.05 Mm (blue line). All other parameters are the same as for the calculations for fig. 7. In both cases there is
an exponentially fast return to equilibrium as observed in NMR experiments. The starting point at t = 0 is chosen to
be directly after the 90◦-pulse has finished. The amplitudes are normalized to the value 0.5 at t = 0 corresponding to
the excitation of a single nucleus. The thermalization which is associated with the orange line happens twice as fast
as the thermalization which is associated with the blue line. Hence, doubling the value δUV halves the life-time (T2
in NMR language) of the excited spin. The nuclear spin can release energy in a frequency range with double length.
Figure 8 (b) shows the short-time dynamics 〈Iy〉(t) = =(〈M+〉β(t)) and 〈Ix〉(t) = <(〈M+〉β(t)) for the same
parameters which were used for the orange line from fig. 8 (a). The cross shows that there is an exact 90◦ phase
shift between 〈Iy〉(t) and 〈Ix〉(t) as it should be. The frequency is slightly reduced compared to the Lamor frequency
which can also be seen from fig. 7 (b).
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Figure 8: (a) Long-time spin dynamics from the real part of the NMR-signal, <(〈M+〉β(t)) = 〈Ix〉(t), for δUV = 0.1 Mm
(orange line) and δUV = 0.05 Mm (blue line). Doubling the value δUV halves the life-time of the NMR-signal. (b) Short time
spin dynamics 〈Iy〉(t) (orange line) and 〈Ix〉(t) (blue line) for the same parameters as used for the orange line from fig. (8 a).
There is an exact 90◦ phase shift between 〈Iy〉(t) and 〈Ix〉(t) as it should be. The very smooth exponential decay is due to the
fact that the NMR signal contains only one peak. Several peaks provide oscillations as in fig. (5).
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VIII. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this document it was shown how NMR spectra are mathematically connected with the quantum statistical and
temperature-dependent probability density | Ψβ(X) |2 for the spatial distribution of the nuclei. Thus, in the presented
method the nuclei can be continuously distributed in position space R3. This improves the concept of current NMR
theory in which the nuclei are restricted to fixed points in a lattice L, while the omnipresent delocalization of
nuclei is either phenomenologically simplified in the form of rate constants or completely neglected. Furthermore,
the temperature can significantly influence NMR spectra and the thermal energy has an important impact on the
molecular structure. However, the effective spin model, which is the basis for conventional NMR theory, is almost
independent of the temperature. This weak point is removed in the new method as well. Hence, the presented method
provides a foundation for a more realistic and more detailed determination of molecular structures.
The main result (page 14) provides the structural application of molecular Quantum Electrodynamics and Quan-
tum Statistical Mechanics in the algebraic reformulation to Nuclear Magnetic Resonance. Analytical and numerical
calculations as well as comparisons with experimental NMR data showed the validity of this approach. Furthermore,
wrong predictions of the effective spin model are corrected by the new approach (observation 1) and several striking
advantages against established NMR theory were discussed. The presented method makes use of the physical approx-
imation that the energy of an NMR pulse is too weak to change the molecular geometry which is also used in the
effective spin model and obviously realistic for NMR. The important process of return to equilibrium is included in
a natural and microscopic way instead phenomenologically as in eq. (3). This provides a basis for a more detailed
research towards optimized polarization transport and stable spin structures which are of basic interest in hyperpo-
larized MRI. Chemical shifts (magnetic shieldings) as well as spin-spin couplings occur naturally and must not be
described effectively. Hence, quantum radiative corrections are naturally included in the calculated NMR spectrum.
The fundamental problem of performing numerical calculations with the infinite-dimensional radiation field at
finite temperatures was solved by using a purified version of the Araki-Woods representation which served as a key
element. The perturbation series eq. (39) in combination with eq. (41) generates combinations of sums and products
of expectation values for individual spins instead of generating a complicated, shared matrix for the spins which
increases exponentially with increasing number of spins. Thus, the presented method is not limited by the system size
concerning the number of spins. Instead it is limited by the availability of a quantum chemical method which is able
to calculate the electronic ground state for a given configuration X of the nuclei. Thus, the developed method may be
applied to molecular systems, which are currently investigated in chemistry, pharmacy, nanoscience or biomedicine.
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